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        ABSTRACT        

 Learning to analyze aspects of meaning in this sduy using. Analyzing learning to 

study linguistic element of legend, Throwing Snowball method is one of cooperative 

methods used by the author in this study to measure the ability of learners to study 

the linguistic elements of the legend text in order to enhance the ability of learners 

in understanding the linguistic elements of the legend text. Thus the researcher is 

interested to do research on learning to study linguistic element of legend text by 

using Snowball Throwing method on the students of grade VII of SMP Pasundan 3 

Bandung academic year 2017/2018. Researchers present the following problems; 

Are there diffeences in learning outcomes among learnes between the experimental  

Class and the control class in linguistic element of legend text using Snowball 

Throwing methods?; Effective methods of Snowball Throwing are used in learning  

To study linguistic element of legend text in grade VII SMP Pasundan 3 Bandung 

High School? The result of the research is, the difference of learning outcomes 

between the two classes shows the average pretes grade experimental result of 

42.81, and the average postes value is 89.40, whereas in the control class the pretest 

average is 41.90, and the mean postes value is 68.50. the mrthod used in the 

experimental class in more effective than the control class in learning to study 

linguistic element of legend text in grade VII SMP Pasundan 3 Bandung. The is 

evidenced based on the table “ Test Result Two Postes Average with Mann-Withney 

Test”, obtained a significance of 0.000 due to the significance of 0.000 <0.05 then 

Ho is rejected and Ha accepted. Based on the result of this study, researches 

concluded that the method of Snowball Throwing used to study linguistic element 

of legend text. 
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